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Abstract: Recommender systems try to predict users' preferences on items, given their 
feedback. Netflix, a DVD rental company in US, announced the Netflix Prize 
competition in 2006. In that competition two powerful matrix factorization 
(MF) algorithms were proposed, one using alternating least squares (ALS), 
the other using gradient descent Both approaches aim to give a low-rank 
representation of the matrix of ratings provirled by users on movies. 
Recently, an algorithm was proposed to explain predictions of ALS-based 
recommendations. This algorithm can explain why ALS "thinks" that a par
ticular movie will suit the user's needs, where the explanation consists of 
those movies previously rated by the user which are most relevant to the given 
recommendation. 
W e propose a method that can explain predictions of gradient descent-based 
MF in the analog way. We validate the proposed method by experimentation. 

l. Introduction 

The goal of recommender systems is to give personalized recommendation on items to 
users. Typicaily the recommendation is based on the-forrner and current activity of the users, 
and metadata about users and items, if available. Collaborative filtering (CF) methods are 
based only on the activity of users, while content-based filtering (CBF) methods use only 
metadata. Hybrid methods try to benefit from both information sources. 

Users can express their opinion on items in different ways. They give explicit or implicit 
feedback on their preferences. The forrner mainly indudes opinion expression via ratings 
of items on a predefined scale, while the latter consists of other user activities, such as 
purchasing, viewing, renting or searching of items. 

1 Both authors are al so affiliated wi th Gravity Research & Development Ltd., H-1 092 Budapest, Kinizsi u. ll., 
Hungruy,info@gravitrd.com 
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A good recommender system recommends such items that meets the users' need. Measur
ing the effectíveness of real a recommender system is difíicult, since the goal may be for 
cxample to maximize the prolit of an online DVD-rental company, but in scientitk context 
performanec measures evaluate the recommendation systems ofiEne, e.g. by measuring the 
error of prediction with RMSE (root mean square error) or MAE (mean absolute error). 

The iruportanec of a good recommender system was recognized by Nctftix, an online 
DVD-rental company, who announced the Nctflix Prizc (NP) competition in October 2006. 
Netfiix gcncrously published a part of their rating dataset, which consis ts of 108 ratings of 

· 480 189 customers on 17 770 movies. Ratings are integer numbers on a 1-to-5 scale. In 
addition to that, the date of the ratings and the title and release year of the movies are also 
provided. This is currently the largest available CF dataset and it fi ts onto a compact disc. 

The NP competition motivated the development of new C'F methods that are ab le to han dl e 
data~ets of such a size. Typical runníng timesof aigorithms varies between few minutes and 
a couple of days. The NP competition focuses only on the good prediction pcrformance: 
the competitars have to minimize the error of predicted ratings measured on a hold-out set. 
However, reaL recommender systems also have to address some other problcms beside the 
good predietive performance. In this paper, we will focus on how to explain predictions 
when the performanec measure is RMSE, and the model is found by an altemaring least 
squares (ALS) approach or a gradient descent 

This paper is organized as foHows. Secüon 2 introd!JCes notations. Section 3 surveys 
related works and introduces the ALS-based and gradient descent based MF a!gorithms. 
We investigate explanations for ALS-based factorizations in Section 4, and for gradient 
descent based factorizations in Section 5. Section 6 describes the experiments . 

. 2. Notation 

In this paper we use the following notations: 

N: number of users 
M: number of movies or items. 
n E {l, ... ,N}: index forusers 
i,j E {l, ... ,M}: indices for movies or items. 
r ui: the rating of user v, on item í. 
Pui: the prediction of r·ui· ln general, superscript "hat" denotes the prediction of the given 

quantity, that is, :i; is the prediction of :r:. 
R: the matrix of r ui values (for both explicit and implicit ratings). 
R: for explicit feedback, the set of ( n,í) indices of R w here a rating is provided; for 

implicit feedback: the set of aU indiccs of R. 
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nu: number ofratingsof user u, i.e. nu = l {i : ('U,i) E R}l 
Au: used for ridge regression, denoting the covariance matrix of input ( considering user 

u in context). 
du: used for ridge regression, elenoting the input-output covariance vector. 

I: denotes the identity matrix of the appropriate size. 
A: regularizalion parameter. 
ry: learning rate for gradient methods. 

3. Related Works 

We assume that factorization methods strive to minimize the predletion error in terms of 
~·--------;--2-·- . . . 

Rl\IJ:SE = V I:(u,i)Ev(rui -r ui) /lVI, where V IS a valldatton set. 

Matrix factorization approaches have been applied successfully for both rating-based and 

implicit feedback-based CF problems [l, 4, 6, 10, 2, 8, 5]. The goal ofMF methods is to 

approximate the matrix R as a product of two lower rank matrices: R ;:;:o PQT, where 

P E JRNx Kis the user feature matrix, Q E is the item (or movie) feature matrix, 

K is the number of features that is a predet1ned constant, and the approximation is only 

perforrned at ('U, i) E R positions. The r ui element of R is approximated by 

A T 
rui = PuQi· 

Here P u E JRK x 1 is the user feature vector, the u-th row of P, and Qi E JRK x 1 is the 

movie feature vector, the i-throw of Q. A good approximation aims to minimize the error 

of prediction, ev. i = r'·ui - fui while keeping the Euclidean norm of the user and movie 

feature vectors Ennall. In the Netflix Prize competition, the most commonly used target 

function focusing on these goals is the following: 

The predefined regularization parameter ).. trades off between srnall training error and 

small model weights. The optimal value of).. can be detennined by trial-and-error using 

cross-validation. 

In the NP competition two different algorithms were found to be very effectíve to ap

proximately solve the above optimization problem: one based on alternating least squares 

(ALS), proposed by team BeHKor [l] and the other based on incremeutal gradient descent 

(also know as stochastic gradient descent) method with biases (BRISMF) proposed by 

team Gravity [8]. 
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BcllKor's alternating lcast squarcs approach alternates belween two stcps: step l fixes 

P and recomputes Q, step 2 fixes Q and recomputes P. The recomputation of P is 

perforrned by soiving a separate least squares problem for each user: for the vrth user it 

takes the feature vector (qi) of movies rated by the user as input variables, and the value of 

the ratings (r ui) as output variables, and finds the optimal Pu by ridge regression (RR). 

BellKor proposed non-negative RR, however, in this paper, when not otherwise stated, 

ALS and RR refer to the general variants, where negative values are allowed. 

Borrowing the notations from [l], let the matlix Q[n] E JRn" xK denote the restrietion of 

Q to the movies ra ted by user n, the vector r u E JRnu x 1 denote the ratings giv en by the 

u-th user to the corresponding movies, and let 

Then RR recomputes Pu as 

L lui · qi. 
i:('u,i)ER. 

(l) 

(2) 

Aceording to ll, 4], the number of recomputations needed ranges between 10 and a "few 

tem;". 

Gravity's BRISMF approach works as follaws [8]: the dataset is first ordered hy user id, 

and then by rating date. The update of the rnodel is perforrned per-rating, not per-user or 

per-movie. Suppose that we are at the (u,i)-th rating of R. Then cornpute eui, the error of 

the predietion. The update formulae for Pv and qi are the followings: 

P~= p"+ 1] · (eui ·q;-- A· Pu), 

q; = q; + 7] · (eu i · Pv. - ), · q i) 

(3) 

(4) 

In this way, the weights of the model (P ,Q) arc rnodified sueh that it better predicts the 

( u,i)-th rating. One iteration over the database requires O(jR.j · K) steps, and the required 

number of iterations ranges between l and 14 [10]. It has been pointed out that larger K 

yields more accurate predictions [4, 6, 10]. 

4. Explaining Recommendations Using ALS 

Users may wonder why they are recommended with certain items, as recommended items 

may seem unpreferred at the first sight. Therefore, a good recommender system is able to 

explain i ts recommendations and gives hints on why a given product is likely to match the 

user's taste. 
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Hu et al. proposed a method to provide explanation for factorizalion based methods in [4] 
by explaining predictíons. Although the method is for the implicit feedback case, it can be 
carried over to the explicit feedback as weil: 

Recall that in eqs. (l )-(2), ALS recalculates Pu in the follawing way: 

Let us introduce W u = (..\nui + Au)- 1 ; here it is rewritten for explicit feedback. Then 
wehave 

fui= q{Wudu = L q{WuCijruj' 
j: (u,j)E'R 

(5) 

that is, for each movie that is rated (or watched) by the user, it is known how much is 
its contributi on to the sum. Autbors explain r ui by those movies that have the highest 
contribulion to the suriJ.. Note the W uCij vectors can be precomputed in O(K2 · nu) 
(assuming W u is available) to speed up the explanation of an arbitrary movie. Also note 
that when a user c han g es one of i ts ratings (i. e. some r uj), neither W u n or W u Cij changes, 
which makes it efficient for such situations. 

If..\ > O, then W u is a symmetric positíve detini te matrix, thus it can be decomposed into 
W u= v;vu where Vu E JRKxK. With this notation Tui is rewritten as 

Tui= L (Vuqi)T(VuCij)ruj· 
j: (u,j)E'R 

Wi th the above notation, V u describes how user u "thinks" about the items, and the 
user-independent similarity q[ Cij between two items is replaced with the user-dependent 
similarity (V u qi) T (V u Cij). 

4.1. Explaining Recommendations Using Dual FormuJation of RR 

To calculate Pu. we can use the equivalent dual formuJation (Kernel Ridge Regression 
with linear kernel) involving the Gram matrix Q[u]Q[u]T [5]: 

(6) 

Let A~ual = Q[u]Q[ujT E lRn"xn". Let O:u = (..\nui + A~ual)- 1ru E JRnuXl; then the 
calculalion of Pu is rewritten as: Pu = Q[ujT O:u. Let aui denote that element of O:u 
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which refers to the i-th movie rated by u. With this notation: Pu = I::i:(n,i)ER ctui · qi, 

and 

(7) 

Again, we know the contribution of each movie watched by the user in the sum. 

5. Explaining Recommendations U sing Incremeutal Gradient Descent 

5.1, Dual fornmlation 

Gravity's BRTSMF approach was described in Section 3. In [10] the autbors introducea 

modification in the learning algmithm terrned as "retraining user features". The modified 

learning scheme does not the prediction performanec significantly. 

After obtaining P and Q wi th BRISMF, the algorithm resets P, and reruns the training 

algorithm, but Q is now fixed. Let n denote the number of epochs in the second nm. 

Now we show that this modification also helps explaining recommendations: Since Q 
daes not change in second nm, we can recampute Pu by iterating over the ratings of 

u for n times. We denote this variant as BRISMF-U. We can rewrite equation (3) as 

p~ =Pv. · (l -- rJ ·.A)+ 77· e,Li ·q;. Thus p,, is the línear combination of its initíal value 

p~ and the qi vectors rated by u: 

Pu = (:l!noP~ + 2:::: üuiqi 
'i: (u,í)ER 

(8) 

In this way, we can explain recommendations in a similar way as proposed in Section 4.1. 

However, after each gradient step a!l of the üui values has to be maintained, which means 

that each needs to be multiplied with (l - 'rJ ·>,),which is slow. To overcome this, we can 

decompose Üu.i into Üui = Cu o /ui· We initialize wíth ~(ui o= o and Cu = 1. Then for the 

gradient step of movie i the efficient version of maiutaining aui-s is the following: 

l. campute eui 

2. gradient step: update Pu aceording to (3) 

3. perform regularization: Cu := Cu · (1 - rJ · ..\) 
4. and then wi th the new C.u value: /ui :ooc c" ·lui+'l·eui 

C'u, 

At the end of the n-th epoch, w e can campute the n" i = Cu · /ui values. This a!gorithm 

does not increase the time complexity ofBRISMF-U algorithm. 
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5.2. Deriving Primal Formutation 

ALS is not sensitíve to the order of examples, as opposed to gradient methods, namely 

BRISMF-U. In [8] authors proposed to order examples by u and then by the date of 

the ratings, to get better RMSE scores. In (9] it has heen poirlted out that a BRISMF 

with simple manually setparameterscan achieve test RMSE =0.9104 when examples are 

ordered only by u, and 0.9056 when they are ordered by u and then by the date of the 

ratings. In the NP competition, for each user, the examples in the test set are newerthan 

in the training set, which is practical, since in a real recommender system the goal is to 

predict the present preference based on past ratings. Now we propose a method that can 

explain predictions of BRISMF-U in a way very similar to the explanation method for 

ALS with pórnal formulation (Section 4). 

One can think at the ordering of the examples by date as giving higher weights ( confidenec) 

to newer examples. This leads to the idea that BRISMF-U can be related with weighted 

ridge regression (WRR), by fiuding the appropriate weight for each rating. In the follow

ings, we assume user u in context, and further assume that a1,0p~ =O. We will show how 

to fi n d weights for movies ra ted by u, such that the result of weighted ri d ge regression will 

be (almost) equal to the result ofBRISMF-U. 

Let c"; denote the weight (confidence) of u on item 'i. Let C" E lRn,.xn,. be the diagonal 

matrix of the Cui values. Let Au =~ 2:;, (v,i)ER Cu;q;q{ = Q[ujTC"Q[u] and du = 

2:;, (u,i)ER c"iq;rui = Q[u.JTC"ru be the weighted cavadance matrix and weighted 

covariance vector resp. 

The cost function of weighted ridge regression is the following: 

"' ( T L.. Cui p" q; - (9) 
i: (v,i)E'R 

The P·u minimizing this cost function can be calculated by letting its dedvative be equal to 

zero: 
(10) 

If A nu. I + A" is positive definite, then the unique solution of this equation is the global 

minimum: Pu = (.Anul + Au)- 1du. This is the case when an Cui :::o and,\> o. When 

..\nu I + A" is not positive definite, the solution is not unique, or no solutions exist at all 

(the function is not bounded from below). In the followings, we assume ,\ > O, but c"; 

may be arbitrary. 

W e can compute Pu using the equivalent dual formulation as w ell: 

__ Qr, ]T h ··-c (' I Q[· ]Qr ]Tc· )--1 
P·u- [U a", w ere O:u -- u /\nu + u lu u r". (ll) 
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Note that when >. -=/=- O, then: 

>.nul + Q[u]TCuQ[u] is invertible -{:=::> >.nul + Q[u]Q[u?Cu is invertible, 

since the eigenvalues of (Q[u]TCu)Q[u] and Q[u](Q[uJTCu) are the same, apart from 

the eigenvalue O. The actdition of the term >.nu l shifts these eigenvalues by >.nu. Thus, 

after the addition either both the new matrices have the eigenvalue O, or none, which means 

that either both are invertible, or none. Furthermore, if>. > O, then either both are positive 

definite, or none. 

Note that after running BRISMF-U, wearegiven with the au vector. A possihle way to 

relate it with WRR is to find appropriate Cui values, such that au values computed from 

(ll) equals to au from BRISMF-U. Consider the above equalion for au. Now we solve it 

for Cu. First, multiplying it by C;1 from left (we will discuss later if Cui =o for some i), 
it yields: 

C;1au = (>.nul + Q[u]Q[u]TCu)-1ru 

Now multiply witli (-)- 1 from left: 

(>.nul + Q[u]Q[u]TCu)C;;:-1au =ru 

Then it reduces to: 

AnuC;;:- 1au + Q[u]Q[u]Tau =ru 

Let ru= Q[u]Q[uJTau denote the predictions ofBRISMF-U. Then it is rewritten as: 

After reordering and multiplying wi th Cu it yields: 

th us: 

(12) 

Now let us discuss some special cases of this solution: 
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• Since Cn i values computed by (12) can be negativ e, Ann I+ A" might not be positi ve 

definíte. When .An,,I + An is not positive definite, then we cannotrelate WRR and 

BRISMF-U in this way: for any Cv.i values, whichmakesAn positive definite, the 

0' 11 coroputed from (ll) will be different from au ofBRISMF-U. 

• If for some i, ru; ·- =O, i.e. that examples are learot perfectly by BRISMF-U, 

but a,ú l- O, then no Cni values can satisfy the equation. 

If .An"I Au is positive definite and : r ui·- fui =O==>- aui =O, then WRR and 

BRISMF-U can be related, and then we can explain predictions as in (5) by computing 

Wu = (Anui + Q[1tjTCuQ[u])--1 . 

Even if A nu I + Au is not positi ve definite, but it is invertible, and all Cui-s are defined by 

(12), we can stiH compute W u by neglecting the fact that there does not exist an optimal 

solution for (9) with these Cui·s. When not al! Cui-s are defined (12), we may set c"i = O 

for the undenned ones, however, in this case the corresponding Cl!·ni-s will not be equal to 

those of HRISMF-U. We found by experimentation that setting negative and undefined 

c11;-s to O does not affect predletion performanec significantly: the largest difference of 

test RMSE of BRISMF-U and this modified WRR was 0.0002 on the Netftix Prize dataset 

Note that when wearegiven with ru and Cui• then aui can be easily computed from (12), 

thus, thereis no need to invert the regularized Gram matrix to get O:ui-s. In case of the 

original formulation of ALS, an Cui = l, and ru is also known. 

5.3. Comparing Primal and Dual Formulalion 

Note that eqs. (5) and explains predictions in two different ways. The prima! formuJa

tion based explanation coroputes W u that can compute a user-dependent similarity of any 

two items (as it has been noted by Hu et al.). The dual formulation coroputes O:uJ values 

for eaehitem j rated by u, which telis how the user-independent sirnilari ty qf q1 should 

be replaced wi th qf · (O: uj%). 

One can think at the prima! formuJation based explanation that a prediction is a weighed 

sum of the ratings made by the user, w h ile the dual forumlation explaíns predictions as a 

weighed sum of training etTors. Let us introduce the sirnilari ti es s~ij and s~ij, that telis 

how similar are i and j, aceording to u, based ort the primal and the dual formulation. Let 

s~ij = qfW"qj [4]. Then the primal fonnulation based explanation is rewritten as [4]: 

f.ui = L s~ijruj· 
j: (u,j)ER 

(13) 

Let s~i.i = q{ <J,jCu;/(Anu)· Then, based on (12), the dual fonnulation based explanation 
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is rewritten as: 

i'ui = I': S~·ij(ruj- i'uj), 

j: (u,j)E'R. 

Acta Technica Jaurinensis 

(14) 

which is very unintuitive, since the predictien r·uí is a Jincar combination of prediclion 

errors. 

6. Experimental results 

W e perform experiments on the dataset released by Netflix for Netflix Príze, which is almost 

2 ordersof magnitude larger than previously used benchmarks (EachMovie, GroupLens). 

Netftix provides two validation sets: the Probe set and the Quiz set. The ratings of Quiz set 

is only known by Nett1ix, while the Probe set is released with ratings. Formore information 

on the dataset see e.g. [3]. 

W e evaluate the presented methods on a randoroly se leeted l O% subset of the Probe set, 

whichwerefer to as ProbelO, or as test set. 2. The Probelü set contains 140 840 ratings. 

We add the rest of the Probe set to the training se L W e remark that in fomwr experiments 

we measured only a slight difference between the RNfSE values on the Probe 10 and Quiz 

sets [8, 7, 10]. 

Por the experiments, we use BRISMF#250U mentioned in [101, but with K =20, as a 

matrix factorization which w e refer to as BRISMF#20U. Probelü RMSE of this 

model is 0.9051. By clipping the predicted value in the range of l to 5, it goes down to 

0.9045. 

6.1. Examining primal formulation for gradient methods 

The Cui-s coroputed from eq. (12) can be negative, or can be positi ve but too large, or can 

beeven undefined (when r ui - =O and O:ui #O). We proposed a simple heuristic: set 

Cui to O when Cui < O or undefined. Intuitively a good matrix factorizalion aigorithm wi th 

date-based ordering of exarnples should not differ too much from ridge regression, which 

treats all exarnples equally (cui = l for aU i). Thus, we also propose to let Cui := 100 

when Cui > 100. These heuristics increased Probel O RMSE only to 0.9052. When we 

decreased the upper limit from 100 to 10, the Probel O RMSE was again 0.9052. Thus, we 

are able to explain a 0.9051 prediction without involving too largenumbersor indefinite 

optimization. 

2 A Perl script is available at o ur homepage, g r av i t yrd. com, which selects the Pro be lO from the original 

Netflix Probe set to ensure repeatability. 
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In praetiee, users are reeommended with items having the highest predicted ratings. Matrix 

factorization is ab le to predíct ratings for aU of the unseen movies of u fast: the computa

tional cos t is only O( ( 1\lf- nu) .J(). Sinee the above heuristics does not change prediction 

performanec signifieantly (but allows to explain predietions of BRISMP.·U), v;c can first 

compute the top ranked movies, and then deal with the explanation. 

We did not observed Tui- fv.i =O during testing. Howevcr, 2.3% of the Cuí values were 

below O. The Cui values ranged from --6 · 106 to 5 · 106 . The optimization problem in 
eq. (9) w as not positi ve definite in 36% of the cases. Note that Cui is coroputed for each 

training example, but eq. (9) is solved for each test example. 

When all C-u-;-s are nonegative, then the eigenvalues of .Xn-uiAu are at least We 

observed, that without the Cui ·;:o: O restrietion that matrix had at leastone eigenvalue being 

l ess than >.nu in the 76.4% of the cases. 

6.2. Comparing diffen~nt explanation algoritbms 

We evaluate different explanation algorithms by measuring how many times the most 

explanatory movies are the same. All methods are based on the result of BRISMF#20U, 

however, ALS-based methods use the movie feature matrix Q of that modeL W e use 

the follawing abbreviations to refer to the methods: 

• AP: fommlation for ALS, aceording to eq. (5). 

• AD: dua! fonnulation for ALS, aceording to eq. (7). 
• GD: duai fmmulation for gradient methods, like AD, but the auí-s are provicted by 

the gradient method. 
• GP: prima! formutation for gradient methods, like AP, but confidence-weighted. 

Confidences are computed aceording to eq. (12). 

We distinguish between two variants: 

• R: using the s~íj ·r uj and s~íj · (r·uj- fuj) with the highcst absolute values, see 
eqs. (13)-(14). 

e N: using only the s~íj and s~ij with the highest absolute values, 

Results are summarized on Tab le. l. The ín ten t of this table is to give information about 

how the different methods are related to each other. We will examine their ability to 

provide reasonable explanations later. 

Interestingly, GPR and APR are the most similar methods, however, Probelü RMSE of 

ALS was only 0.9320 Although ALS could perform much better, we did not fine-tune the 
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APR GPR APN GPN GDR l GDN 
APR 100 l 
GPR 71 100 

·-·--
APN 56 46 100 

-·GPN 37 42 48 100 
GDR 14 17 16 20 100 
GDN 9 8 10 14 6 100 

--'-· ---·-'" 

Tab le l: Comparing different explanation methods for the same model. Numbers indieatc 
the percentage of how often two methods ranked the same movie as the most explanatory 
for a prediction, on the test set. 

learning parameters, we used the same as BRISMF#20U. Both APR and APN were able 
to explain to GPR, despite of the huge difference in prediction perfonnance. 

GDN is an outlier, as it has the least common most-explanatory movies with other methods. 
This may be due to the large numbers involved ín the of caused by small 
training errors. 

From the table, we can conclude that primal-based methods are similar to each other 
(similarity is always > 40%), while the dual based methods are quite different similarity 
between and dual based methods are always < 

We al so examined manually the explanations of the proposed methods. First, we looked 
how the mmries of the Matrix trilogy (The Matrix, The Matrix: Reloaded and The Matrix: 
Revolutions) are explained. We examined also a variant of BRJSMF#20U, where Kis 
63. In this case, Probelü RMSE is 0.8988 for the gradíent method, and 0.9253 for the 
ALS method. We refer to the K = 63 variant by appending "63" to the method name. 
There w ere 254 cases out of the 140840, when one of the above 3 Matrix movies w as to be 
predicted. Results are summarized on Table. 2. 

Both GP and AP methods had similar success in explaining a Matrix movie by a Matrix 
movie. The numbers for the dual methods are poor, and reflect that they arc not good in 
explaining predictions. 

Second, we examined a popular TV-series, the Friends, which aired for l O seasons. W e 
examined how often a Friends movie is explained by a Friends movie. In the Netflix Prize 
database there are 9 DVDs for the 9 out of 1 O seasons, and there are also "best of' DVDs. 
Together, it is 17 DVDs with 443 ratings in the Probelü set. Again, we found that the 
prima! formulation based methods list these movies amongst the top explanatory movies 
much frequently, than the dual based methods. Third, we examined the Die H ard trilogy, 
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"Movie collection l 
The Matrix 2541 137 131 136 BS. 38= 

Friends 443 370 359 376 376 218 2 
Die Hard 131 46 44 42 17 13 

Tab le 2: This table indicates how many times a prediction for amovie from a set of similar 

movíes is mostly explained by a rating on a movie from the same set, e.g. a prediction of a 

Matrix movie is top-explained by a rating on a Matrix movie. n is the total number of sue h 

movies in the test set (ProbelO). 

wi th similar conclusions. 

A main drawback of the above comparison is that a simple neighbor method will reach 

the highest numbers, explaining Matrix movies always by Matrix movies in the first place. 

However, such an explanation method is unpersonalized, i.e. the 8nij similarities do not 

depcnd on u. 

It may occur that a user rates The Matrix: Revolutions as a 3, and The Matrix: Reloaded 

as a 5. When the recommendation system is recommending her The Matrix as a 5, GPN 

and APN does not take ínto account that one is higher-rated than the other. It may seem 

strange, that the system is recommending The Matrix, because the user rated The Matrix: 

Revolutions as a 3. GPR and APR take this information into account. However, when we 

change the rating system from "5 is the best" to "l is the best", this advantage tumsinto 

disadvantage, since the system is going to recommend low-predicted (thus good) movies 

by high-rated (thus bad) movies. 

7. Coneiusion 

Hu et al. [41 showed how the predictions of weighted ridge regression can be explained, 

where the explanation lists the most influental training examples regarding the predicted 

example. 

In thís work we introdneed how to explain predictions of gradient descent based learning 

methods. Although the presented methods are applicable to any kind of gradient descent 

based learning ( e.g. text document categorization), w e put the work in the context of the 

Netflix Prize dataset and explanation of movie recommendations. 

We showed how to relate gradient descent methods to weighted ridge regression (WRR), 

by assigning appropriate importance weights to the training examples. Given a model 

generated by gradient descent, we can almost always find ímportance weights such that 
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a weighed ri d ge regression with these weights will yield exactly the sam e linar model. 
However, in some situations it is írnpossihle to relatc them, or the weights are too large. 
For these cases, we proposed a simple heuristics: set negative weights to zero, and clamp 
the too large va!ues. W e showed by experimentation that in this case the prediction of the 
weighted ridge regression only slightly differs from the prediction of the gradient method. 

We also proposed two other explanation methods based on the dual forumlation of gradient 
methods and WRR, but thcse methods did not proved to be efficient in providing rcasonable 
explanations. 

8. Future work 

Jn the Netftix Prize competition, blending multipie predictions is very common to get 
better RMSE [2]. When the blending ls linear, and the predic ti on of the algorithms can be 
decomposed as a summation over the movies rated by the user, then the blended prediction 
canbedecomposed as weil, enabling the explanation of the prediction. In the Netftíx 
Prize competition many approa<:h were that can inherent!y explain predictions 
(neighbor methods, NSVDl methods). ALS and gradient gescent methods can also be 
explained. The blending of these approaches may result in a much better prediction. An 
important question to investigate: is the correct ex pianation of a better prediction a better 
explanation? 

The explanation method of Hu et al. decomposes a prediction in to the follawing form: 

L Buijru.i· 

j: (u,j)ER 

(15) 

Note that this equation is a weighted nearest neighbour approach, where the s1,ij values 
are to be defined. They can be computed via: 

(16) 

Where qi is the feature vector of the active example (active item, for which theratingisto 
be predicted), and Qj is the feature vector of the j-th training exampre. The calculation of 
V u is defined in Section 4. 

Our proposed method of explaining predictions of gradient descent method relies only 
on the dual formuJation of the method, i.e. the weight vector of the model is a linear 
combination of the traini n g examples. Many linear model has a dual representation like 
Adaline (gradient descent in the Netfiix Prize competition), Perceptron, linear Support 
Vector Machines (SVM), ridge regression, centroid classifier, etc. 
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This implies, that, for example, in a text categorization task w here the classifi er is a linear 
SVM, we are ab le to explain the category prediction of an unseen document. A traiditional 
approach to explain is to query documents that are similar aceording to Euclidean or cosine 
distance. By computing V u from the dual representation of the underlying linear model, 
we can transform the documents from the original vector space into a vector space, where 
the above weighted nearest neighbour method gives the same predictions, as the underlying 
linear model. An important question: are these explanations better than the traditional 
cosine distance based ones? 
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